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VERDICT Essential reading for all caregivers, family, and healthcare
providers of deeply forgetful people. —Library Journal
“I am pleased to see that the noted author Dr. Stephen G. Post is
addressing themes such as consciousness and interconnectedness
in his new book, which will contribute to the flourishing of
humanity.”
—His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama of Tibet
* * *
“In this serious and also uplifting book we can feel Post’s
passion for the ‘dignity of deeply forgetful people.' Drawing from
years of case experience, Post offers answers to the big ethical
questions that Alzheimer’s presents in a style that easily engages
families, caregivers, and clinicians. Of even greater significance,
Post challenges us all to set aside ‘hypercognitive biases’ and learn
from these ‘differently abled’ people as we come to see them
anew.”
— Joseph B. Marin, MD, Dean, Emeritus, Harvard
Medical School
* * *
Dignity for Deeply Forgetful People is filled with uplifting stories of astonishing success in unveiling the
continuing self-identity of deeply forgetful people through music, art, symbols, better techniques of
verbal communication, and the power of inclusion. “Deeply forgetful” is a new language that, in
contrast to “dementia,” is a term of continuity that encourages us to affirm and notice these people
rather than reject them.

DIGNITY FOR DEEPLY FORGETFUL PEOPLE
How Caregivers Can Meet the Challenges of Alzheimer's Disease
By Stephen G. Post
How do we approach a "deeply forgetful" loved one so as to notice and affirm their continuing selfidentity? For three decades, Stephen G. Post has worked around the world encouraging caregivers to
become more aware of—and find renewed hope in—surprising expressions of selfhood despite the
challenges of cognitive decline.
In Dignity for Deeply Forgetful People (Johns Hopkins University Press, May 31, 2022), Post offers new
perspectives on the worth and dignity of people with Alzheimer's and related disorders despite the
negative influence of "hypercognitive" values that place an ethically unacceptable emphasis on human
dignity as based on linear rationality and strength of memory. This bias, Post maintains, is responsible
for the abusive exclusion of this population from our shared humanity. With vignettes and narratives, he
advocates for a deeper dignity grounded in consciousness, emotional presence, creativity,
interdependence, music, and a self that is not "gone." Post explores the moments of surprising
experience of “paradoxical lucidity” that almost all caregivers experience with their loved one, a lucidity

that reveals who they still are underneath the losses. He explores the many ways to stimulate and connect
with that continuing self.
At a time when recent drugs to cure or slow Alzheimer’s are showing little effectiveness, Post argues that
focusing discussion and resources on the relational dignity of these individuals and the respite needs of
their caregivers is vital. Grounding an ethics of care on the equal worth of all conscious human beings,
he provides a cautionary perspective on preemptive assisted suicide based on cases that he has witnessed.
He covers 16 practical issues from diagnosis to hospice care based on 30 years of interacting with
caregivers across the US and Canada. He advocates social and economic justice in an American system
where caregivers and their loved ones receive only leftover scraps. Racially inclusive and grounded in
diversity, Dignity for Deeply Forgetful People also includes a workshop appendix focused on communication
and connection, "A Caregiver Resilience Program," designed by Rev. Dr. Jade C. Angelica to enhance
the quality of life for deeply forgetful people, reduce stress and increase confidence for caregivers, and
inspire a hopeful attitude for all.
* * *
PEER REVIEWS
“Dr. Stephen G. Post brings to this book his tremendous compassion and understanding for the
persons he calls 'deeply forgetful,' … The great humanity of his approach makes for a deeply rich,
resilient, and nurturing community for us all. A must-read!”
—Gayatri Devi, MD, Director, New York Memory & Healthy Aging Services, author of The
Spectrum of Hope: An Optimistic and New Approach to Alzheimer's Disease and Other Dementias
"Stephen Post writes tenderly, lovingly, and wisely about those among us with failing mental faculties.
His message reflects the view that we are conscious in spite of what our brain may be doing, and that it is
human consciousness that is fundamental to our dignity, even if our cognitive strengths have
weakened… Post thoughtfully probes every imaginable practical ethical question that a caregiver might
have based on his three decades of ethics consultation with families. This is a breakthrough book—
innovative, humane, inclusive, and uniquely significant—and one book that every caregiver and
professional should read.”
—Larry Dossey, MD, Author, One Mind: How Our Individual Mind Is Part of a Greater
Consciousness and Why It Matters
“As a founding member of the Alzheimer Association’s National Ethics Committee, Post helped shape
our national ethics guidelines… and was among the first to bring medical ethics to caregivers throughout
North America. With story and solid intellectual grounding, this masterpiece is vital reading for the
dementia field and far beyond.”
—Mike Splaine, Former Director, State Policy & Chapter Advocacy Program, Alzheimer’s
Association, Washington, DC
* * *
About the Author: Internationally recognized for his work with Alzheimer's patients, their families and
allied organizations. Stephen G. Post, PhD is an elected Member of the Medical and Scientific Advisory
Board of Alzheimer's Disease International and one of only three recipients of the Alzheimer's
Association Distinguished Service Award. His first book, The Moral Challenge of Alzheimer’s Disease (Johns
Hopkins University Press, 2000) was hailed as a “medical classic of the century” by the British Medical Journal.
In 2001 he founded the Institute for Research on Unlimited Love with Sir John Templeton. Post is the
founding director of the Center for Medical Humanities, Compassionate Care, and Bioethics at the
Renaissance School of Medicine at Stony Brook University. A leader in medicine, research and religion,
Dr. Post continues to travel the globe speaking about memory issues and the transformative benefits of
kindness, volunteering, spirituality, forgiveness and purpose. Visit him online at StephenGPost.com.
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